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1. Preparation Form
The topic of the Multiple Intelligences of Howard Gardner is one, which accompanies alp
already since the start of the organisation. It was therefore also the first video we
developed. With the preparation form, we compiled in a first brainstorming possible
content, key-words and pictures in connection to the Multiple Intelligences. It was a good
way to sort your thoughts and to become a bit clearer on what the final content of the
video could be.
We started with the keywords, then the pictures and then we formulated the objectives
and the target group. The title has not changed since we decided on the topic for the
videos.

TEMPLATE SUMMARY FOR PREPARING VIDEO
Name of the Topic
Multiple Intelligences ( Howard Gardner)
OBJECTIVES. Why do we make the video?
-

To share the knowledge on Multiple Intelligences
To raise awareness that alp worked on the topic of Multiple Intelligences
Target group. For which is the target audience video?

-

Generally all type of educators, who work on the Multiple Intelligences and want to
use the video in their seminars / trainings
All people, who want to learn and develop their different strengths
Seminar participants of alp (currently mainly teachers, educators, trainers)

What are the key points of the video? What should the viewers learn from
the video?
-

Introduction to the concept of the 9 intelligences according to Howard Gardner
Understand that we are all different
Understand that every person has strengths and that every person is unique
To introduce alp, as an organisation that can support you in finding out about your
personal intelligence profile
1 image related to the topic + ideas for pictures in writing
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Logical Mathematical: Cube, numbers,
maize, cross-word
Linguistic: words, book, letter, speaker,
poem, pencil,
Musical: notes, clef, piano, guitar, flute,
drums
Kinaesthetic: ball, rope, sport-shoes,
dancer, skier, football-player
Spacial-visual: picture, painter, comic,
pencil, brush, paint-box, map
Naturalistic: trees, plants, animals
Intrapersonal: one person sitting /
standing, yoga-pose, person walking
Copyright: alp

Interpersonal: 2 people talking, shaking
hands, several people having
coffee/tea
Existentialistic: world, universe with
stars,

Tip: Take time to think, what you want to reach (objectives) and who your target group
is.
Learnings: In many books it is described that make a videos is 80% planning and 20%
doing it. We can support this idea and recommend to take more time for planning instead
of jumping too quick into creating the video.

2. The frame for the story
The Multiple Intelligences are a topic, which is accompanying alp for many year. It is an
evolving topic as the creator and psychologist Howard Gardner is continuously
researching further. Additionally there are already many videos on the topic already
available. Our next step was therefore to watch the existing videos in order not to
replicate, what is already there.
From the beginning, we wanted to create a story having one character, who is
explaining the different intelligences.
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We worked with the following headlines to get closer to our story:


Title: Multiple Intelligences



Audience: educators, trainers, consultants, coaches to use in trainings



Purpose: educational video



Topic: Multiple Intelligences of Howard Gardner



Plot: Discovery for the audience



Main Characters:
o

Protagonist: Robin – the teacher explaining the concept through the
strengths of his different friends

o


Relationship-Characters: one friend for each intelligence

Entry-Point: Robin is at school – he explains that he has a strong teaching
intelligence



End of the story: Robin is back to school – asking, where do you see your
intelligences



Content:
o

Going on a walk to meet people, who have different intelligences or
strengths

o


3.

understand that we are all different

Motivation: Robin – enjoying time with people who are different from him

Text and picture planning

Once we had the main idea for the story we started writing the text and created the
frame for the pictures. Our approach was first to write the text and then to visualize
what pictures could fit to this. How would the characters look like, in what mood are
they and what does the surrounding look like.
This was the first text-draft. If you watch the video you can see that some text passage
changed. The reason was usually that our text was either too long or we wanted to
create a better effect.
Originally we also wanted to let all people speak, but in the feedback we learned that
this was too confusing. So in the video it is Robin presenting and explaining the
intelligences of the people on the way. The other people do not have an active role.
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Nr Situation
1
Robin in front
of a board …
school setting

Picture
Robin /
black board
/ Table with
chairs and
documents

2

Real Foto of
Howard
Gardner

3

Schoolbuilding in the
background –
Robin in front
… see a path
Shop for
bicycles in the
background &
2 people –
Robin and Kim

SchoolBuilding

5

Picture: Kim &
Rosi

Rosi is
sitting in a
wheelchair /
picture or
screen of a
computer

6

silhouette of a
park

Plants /
trees / door
to the park

4

Shop for
bicycles /
Kim working
on a bicycle

pictures of
plants / trees

7

Painting a
picture

Merle with
brush and
colour
palette

Text
“Hi – I am Robin: I was told that I
have a strong “teaching
intelligence”. Never heard of this
type of intelligence? Then join me
on my walk today, I will explain the
concept of the Multiple
Intelligences to you. ”.
Already in 1983, Howard Gardner
started formulating 7 intelligences.
He later added 3 more to the
concept.
Follow me! You will get to know
some of my friends and their
different intelligences.

comment

Was not
taken in
the end

Here we find my friend Kim, who
has a strong kinaesthetic
intelligence. Kim: “I love to be
active and to move. I cycle a lot,
but I also go climbing in the
mountains. If you have a problem
with your bike, I can fix it. I enjoy
working with my hands.”
In the back-office you can see
Tony, Kim’s partner. One of the
Rosi’s strengths is logicalmathematical intelligence. Rosi: “I
enjoy working with numbers. I am
in charge of finance, calculate what
material we need to buy and make
strategic plans for our shop. I like
to work with check-lists and
develop plans.”
Robin: Lets move further and go to
the park. Here we can find Finn,
who has a strong naturalistic
intelligence. Anna: “Hello, I am
working in the park here. Are you
interested in plants? - I can name
every tree and flower in the park
here. I enjoy being out in the
nature and love all type of plants
and animals.”
Anna: Come with me I introduce to
some interesting people here in the
park. Merle is often in the park to
paint. Merle: “I like drawing and
painting the different motives of the
6
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8

Some people
playing
different
instruments

Sanja /
Band /
instruments

9

Person on a
podest with a
microphone

Podest /
Person with
microphone

Person
meditating

Luca –
sitting with
crossed
legs

House with a
sign “Coffee”
In the coffeeshop

park. I visualise it in my head and
then bring it on the canvas. I come
here usually after work. In my
profession I am an architect. ”
Robin: “Merle has a strong
spacial-visual intelligence.”
Robin: I can hear music. This is
Sanja with the band. Sanja: “I
always loved singing and I can play
the guitar and several other
instruments. I like to make music
in the park, as I can also hear the
voices of the birds and other
animals, which are around.” Robin:
Sanja has a strong musical
intelligence.
Robin: This is Andrea. She was
already writing poems, when she
was a child.
Professionally she works as a
journalist.
She has a strong linguistic
intelligence.

This was
moved to
an earlier
part of the
video, as it
fitted
better the
flow of the
pictures

Robin: Can I introduce you to
Luca? – Luca is a philosopher and
thinks a lot about the world. Luca:
“I am very interested in what is
going on in the world and how we
can solve the problems of our
planet. For examples - how can we
protect our planet so that future
generations still have enough
resources. I like to take time to
think.”
Robin – I can see you have a
strong spiritual intelligence
Coffee-shop Robin: Now I show you my
/ Robin
favourite coffee-shop.
Table with
Andi: “I am glad to see you. Did
some
you hear about John and Mary.
people
They are getting into a divorce. I
around
feel with them. I think, I have to
meet them to see, if we can
support them.” Robin: “Andi has a
good sense of what is going on in
our groups and knows, who needs
help. He connects very easily with
different type of people and he is a
very good listener, too. Andi has a
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Robin alone –
the school in
the
background
Outside

4.

Hand with a
watch
Mika as a
doctor and
a bubble,
when she
was a child
with a
teddybar

Outside

Robin

Outside

Robin

strong interpersonal intelligence.
“
Oh it is already so late. I think it is
time to go back to school … I have
another lesson with my pubils.
On the way to the school we pass
by Mika, my doctor. She has a
strong Intrapersonal intelligence.
She wanted to become a doctor,
when she was a child. She knows
about his own strengths,
weaknesses and values and he
acts accordingly.
What do you think?
What are you strong intelligences
Want to know more about this
topic? Check out our website
www.alp-network.org

Picture production

The creation of pictures was a process between the writer and the graphic designer.
We started with a phone-call, where we discussed the text and created possible ideas
for the characters and the different scenes. The graphic designer drew then a first draft
of the character and the objects and from there we worked our way to final pictures.
Here are some of the characters: Important was for us to show diversity. In the
beginning we looked for names and characters of people with no gender, such as
Robin, Mika or Kim. In the end we did not fully stick to this concept, as it did not work
out with the story.
For Robin we
developed different
pictures and then
decided to take the
right one with a light
bulb as a head. The
idea was to have a
gender-neutral
person.
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Diversity was important for us in the variety of characters, which we tried to show with
the pictures through different colours of the skin, a person in a wheel chair etc.
Merle having a

Rosi having a

Sanja having a

spacial-visual intelligence

logical-mathematical

musical intelligence

intelligence

For the background we had originally much more detailed planned, but it took a lot of
time to move all of the pictures in the scene and did also not help to explain the
concept. So we created a background, only, where it supported the intelligence, e.g.
having trees for the naturalistic intelligence, a coffee house for the interpersonal
intelligence, a bicycle shop for the kinaesthetic intelligence.

Technical challenges
The project enabled us to purchase a WACOM tablet to draw with. Initially, we started
drawing with this, but soon figured out that the laptop we worked with was too weak. It
9
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constantly crashed when trying to use drawing software. No matter which software, the
laptop crashed.
This is why we switched to drawing in the free adobe draw app on a Samsung tablet.
This app delivered nice images, but the export functions were limited. So exporting to
Adobe Illustrator became a necessity, and again, computer crashes were hindering the
work.
At some point, the artist invested in a more powerful laptop with a separate graphic
board. From then on, all pictures were drawn by hand using the WACOM graphic tablet
and a stylus in adobe illustrator. (Gimp GNU Image Manipulation Software would have
been another option, as you can see from the workflow of other videos created by other
partners).
Tip: From our experience we recommend to have a strong working storage on the
computer or laptop with a separate, dedicated graphic card before starting to get into
drawing your own pictures.
Tip: When exporting the images, we suggest exporting to .svg files. If the lines of the
painting are clear, the animation software can ‘draw’ your image.
Tip: In order not to overload VideoScribe with individual pictures, we recommend to
produce composite images (as you can see in the pictures above) as background for
scenes. This means instead of having one tree and bush and a bank in sequence, we
created one pictures and let the background move in at once. This takes less space in
the video and also saves time, as only one picture needs to be formatted and not 5 or
even more.
Further learning
Another learning was that when working in adobe draw (the free app on the tablet) all
images had a white background layer the size of the canvas. This meant that if for one
video we chose a coloured background in VideoScribe, the images would appear on a
white rectangle. The layer had to be removed and any white parts in the image
coloured in manually to make the images ready for use in VideoScribe.
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5. Video
For this project we worked with Sparkol VideoScibe Software. It is quite easy to use,
offers a range of pictures, fonts, music and tools to create a simple video and it offers
enough tutorials to learn it from the scratch.
What we learned was that in an ideal situation, we decide first the colour scheme
(background, colour of font, colours of the pictures etc.), the fonts we want to use for
headlines, people talking, information etc,, the way how the pictures / text blocks are
moving in (with the hand, writer, without anything, appear or are drawn) and then start
creating the video. In reality, it is a bit different, because we started trying out different
possibilities – background, colours, fonts & movements. VideoScribe offers a range of
different possibilities. If you have a lot of time then try it out – it is a lot of fun.
In our video we started to upload scene by scene – first we uploaded the pictures and
placed them on the canvas and then we added the text blocks. With the first 2 – 3 scenes,
we started to play with the fonts, the colours and the basic concept. Then we uploaded
the different scenes. As this video was the first of our videos, we had a lot of learnings.
We re-worked some details after all the other videos were finalized. For example – we
changed the fonts at the end, as we realized that “Basic” with only capital letters is not
so easy to read. We changed the main text parts to “Itim” and only kept “Basic” for the
headlines and the intelligences. The first version of the video was 7 minutes – far too
long. We trimmed the text, reduced the pictures, put some pictures together or let them
appear at the same time and worked on the timing of each pictures. How long does it
need to move in, how much time should it last etc. In the end we managed to reduce it
to 4,5 minutes.
Tip: Fix the fond, the colour scheme and the movements a soon as possible – ideally
after the first few scenes. You save a lot of changing of individual pictures and text block,
if you do this early.
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Basic settings for this video
Licence: CC BY-NC-SA
Text properties: Draw for text / Fade in and move in for pictures. Also the text for
the intelligences we moved in together – to give it a special effect.
Font style: Itim for explanatory text and Basic for the Intelligences and the headline
Font colour: The general explanation were in black and the headline and the
intelligences in red.
Music: Barns and bottles (Folk)

Tip: Timing for reading the text: as a creator you are quickly used to the text and often
get quicker in reading the text. It help to have external people watching the video to see,
if the timing for each sequence is long enough. It could also be too long and then it
becomes boring in watching it.

6. Music
In Sparkol VideoScribe, there are about 200 music tracks, which you can use for videos.
We decided to go with the existing selection. In our video the music was the final step
after we had built the whole video.
For this video we were searching for something active and regular, which would motivate
to watch the video, but without too much changes in the rhythm and too many ups and
downs. We found in the category “folk” the song “Barns and bottles”. We recommend
that you look into all the categories in the database, when you are searching for the right
music.
In VideoScribe you can only choose one music track for each video. If you want to have
different types of music for different parts, you need to first finish your video in
VideoScribe and then combine it in another programme with the selected music. This
can be done e.g. in filmorago, gravity movie editor, imovie or adobe premiere.
Tip: What comes first? If you have in your story some dramatic moments, music can
support these special moments. In some cases it is useful first to choose the type(s) of
12
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music first and then add pictures and text with the right timing to the music. You can
upload your own music to VideoScribe.
Tip: In case the music is not lasting as long as the video you need to activate the “loop
track” feature, then it starts again.

7. Referential Sources: Helpful Online Tutorials
Gimp is a free and open source software to manipulate pictures. We used the software
also to set the copyright status of the pictures. But it offers a wide range from photo
retouching, image composition, image format converter etc.
Website: https://www.gimp.org/
In this video we worked with the scribble and found the tutorial how to erase pictures
very useful:
https://help.videoscribe.co/support/solutions/articles/1000053868-erase-an-object
This 19-minute tutorial helps you get started with a WACOM drawing tablet, shows you
how to change the settings and work with the tablet and photoshop together
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bCgnz1Q8JTg
This 20-minute tutorial shows how to design freehand graphics in the brush tool in
adobe illustrator.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4P4-QIj0B2o

8. Imprint
This paper was written in the framework of the Erasmus+ Project “visEUalisation – How
to develop innovative digital educational videos”. Author and final editing: Irene Rojnik,
co-autor Julia Braunegg (www.alp-network.org)
The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
constitute an endorsement of the contents, which reflect the views only of the authors,
and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.
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